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Abstract
In the past 20 years, there have been increasing media 
reports of individuals being banned from exiting the 
People's Republic of China (PRC). This article aims to provide 
a comprehensive overview of the current PRC mecha-
nisms for regulating the exit of PRC and foreign citizens. 
It proposes that the PRC uses three types of exit regula-
tion mechanisms. First, restrictions on access to passports 
serve to preclude targeted PRC citizens from obtaining the 
document necessary for international travel. Second, PRC 
and foreign citizens with valid passports could be prohib-
ited from exiting the PRC on extensive grounds. Third, the 
criminalization of unauthorized departure serves to punish 
and deter the clandestine exit of PRC citizens. In relation 
to each mechanism, it outlines the legal grounds for impos-
ing restrictions or punishment and provides illustration with 
recent cases. It also identifies a number of shortcomings 
of the PRC exit regulation system, including fragmented 
and overly broad legislation in some aspects, inconsistency 
of legislation, overly decentralized distribution of power 
among institutions and insufficient safeguard for procedural 
transparency.
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INTRODUCTION

In November 2021, Daniel Hsu, a US citizen who had been banned from leaving the People's Republic of China (PRC) 
since 2017, 1 was allowed to return to the US shortly before a meeting between the US president Joe Biden and the 
Chinese president Xi Jinping. 2 Just 2 months earlier, two US citizens, Cynthia and Victor Liu, were allowed to return 
to the US after having had been banned from leaving the PRC for 3 years. 3 In both Hsu's case and the Liu siblings' 
case, US officials indicated that the US citizens were victims of unlawful coercive exit ban and arbitrary detention as 
they had not been charged with any criminal offence. 4 On the other hand, the PRC Ministry of Foreign Affairs spokes-
persons asserted that the Liu siblings' case was handled in accordance with PRC law. 5 The cases of Hsu and the Liu 
siblings are far from isolated cases of exit bans imposed by the PRC. In the past 20 years, there have been increasing 
reports in international media of both foreigners and PRC citizens being banned from exiting the PRC. 6 Indeed, exit 
restrictions have been used extensively on PRC citizens. For example, in the 3 years prior to March 2019, PRC courts 
placed exit restrictions on 34,000 so-called enforcement debtors. 7

Traditionally, the PRC has been a major source of international migrants. It also attracts many foreigners to visit 
and live there nowadays as the world's 2nd largest economy. Thus the PRC's regulation of exit undoubtedly has 
the potential to affect large numbers of people. However, existing scholarship on PRC exit regulation is scarce and 
mostly deals with some aspects of prohibition of exit of PRC citizens with valid passports. 8 Systematic reviews are 
rare. Exceptions include Xiang's relatively brief but insightful 2003 overview of PRC exit control policies and Liu's 
2007 book, which dedicated two chapters to the right to be granted a Chinese passport and the right to leave China, 
respectively. 9 Both publications predate the 2012 PRC Exit-Entry Administration Law (the main PRC immigration 
statute) 10; Xiang's article also predates the 2006 PRC Passport Law (the PRC's first passport law). Both publications 
contain very limited empirical material regarding exit regulation, which probably was hard to access at the time they 
were written.

This article aims to provide a comprehensive overview of the current PRC mechanisms for regulating the exit 
of PRC and foreign citizens. It proposes that, broadly speaking, the PRC uses three types of exit regulation mecha-
nisms. First, restrictions on access to passports serve to preclude targeted PRC citizens from obtaining the document 
necessary for international travel. Second, PRC and foreign citizens with valid passports could be prohibited from 
exiting the PRC on extensive grounds. Third, criminalisation of unauthorized departure serves to punish and deter the 
clandestine exit of PRC citizens. In relation to each mechanism, it outlines the legal grounds for imposing restrictions 
or punishment, identifies current issues with the design or implementation of those legal grounds and provides illus-
tration with recent cases. This article relies entirely on public information from scholarly publications, media reports, 
policy papers and press releases published by governmental and nongovernmental organizations.

TERMINOLOGY AND TRANSLATION

For the purpose of this article, the term “exit regulation” refers to all measures, explicit and implicit, that govern 
the rights of citizens, or noncitizens, to leave the territory of a state, whether temporarily or permanently. In the 
PRC context, the terms xianzhi chujing, which literally translates as “restrict exit” and kongzhi chujing, which literally 
translates as “control exit” are often used to refer to the prohibition of passport holders from leaving the country, 11 
whereas the term bupizhun chujing, which literally translate as “disapprove of exit” is often used to refer to the denial 
of access to a PRC passport for the purpose of exit ban. 12

In the PRC, the legislative power is shared by more than one organ. 13 PRC legislation can be divided into three 
tiers. 14 Top-tier legislation consists of laws (falü) made by the National People's Congress or its Standing Commit-
tee; second-tier legislation consists of administrative regulations (xingzheng fagui) made by the State Council; 
and  third-tier legislation includes local regulations (difangxing fagui), autonomous regulations (zizhi tiaoli), separate 
regulations (danxing tiaoli) and rules (guizhang). The PRC legal system does not formally recognize judicial decisions 
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as a source of law. 15 In this article, unless otherwise indicated or implied by the context, the term “PRC law” refers to 
PRC legislation in general encompassing all the aforementioned three tiers of legislation.

In terms of English translation of PRC legal provisions, wherever possible, this article uses the English trans-
lation published by PRC governmental departments and provides a link to the relevant websites. Where no such 
government-published English translation is available, the translation is the author's own, unless otherwise stated.

HISTORICAL AND INTERNATIONAL CONTEXT

When the PRC was founded in 1949 as a socialist country, it followed the Soviet approach to controlling international 
movement. 16 Until the late 1970s, the PRC government generally considered spontaneous emigration of its citizens 
as betraying the socialist ideology. 17 When the PRC began to reform and open up in the late 1970s, it also began to 
gradually depoliticize and relax exit control. The current exit regulation system discussed below should be viewed 
contextually as the result of such gradual relaxation of historically highly restrictive exit control.

Exit regulation is a limitation on the basic human right to leave, which is enshrined in the Universal Declaration 
on Human Rights, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and a wide range of universal and 
regional human rights instruments. 18 According to the ICCPR, restrictions on the right to leave should be limited to 
those that are provided by law, are necessary to protect national security, public order, public health or morals or the 
rights and freedoms of others and are consistent with the other rights recognized in the ICCPR. 19

The PRC has signed but has not ratified the ICCPR as of September 2022. However, as Liu pointed out, the 
PRC has the obligation not to defeat the purpose of the ICCPR and it is also bound by provisions relating to the 
right to leave in international treaties to which it is a party, such as article 5(d) (ii) of the 1965 Convention on the 
Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, article 28 of 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refu-
gees, article 10 of the 1989 Convention on the Rights of the Child and article 3 of the 1984 Convention against 
Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment. 20 Thus the PRC has legal obligations 
to respect and protect the right to leave under those treaties. Notably, article 1 of the 2006 Passport Law and 
article 3 of the 2012 Exit-Entry Administration Law recognize the rights of PRC citizens to exit from the territory 
of the PRC. 21

RESTRICTIONS ON ACCESS TO PRC PASSPORTS

Overview

Passports are recognized in international law as official documents issued by national or international authorities to 
individuals enabling the bearer to offer some proof of his or her identity and nationality and to cross international 
boundaries. 22 The PRC Exit-Entry Administration Law requires PRC citizens to present their passport when they leave 
the country and prohibits those without proper documentations from leaving the country. 23 Therefore, generally 
speaking, a PRC citizen needs to hold a PRC passport to legally leave the PRC. 24

The PRC passed its first Passport Law only in 2006; prior to that, access to PRC passports was by and large a 
policy matter and it was extremely difficult for ordinary PRC citizens to obtain a passport. 25 The PRC Passport Law 
requires the exit-entry administration department to issue an ordinary passport within 15 days after the receipt of 
application documents and to provide a written explanation if it declines to issue a passport. 26

Under the PRC Passport Law, restrictions on access to a PRC passport mainly take two forms: (1) refusal to issue 
a passport under articles 13 and 14 and (2) confiscation and invalidation under articles 15–17. They are discussed 
below.

EXIT REGULATION IN THE PRC 3
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Legal grounds for refusal to issue PRC passports

First, article 13 of the Passport Law requires that the passport issuing authority shall not issue a passport to seven 
types of persons, namely those who:

1. do not possess the nationality of the PRC;
2. cannot prove their identity;
3. commit frauds in the course of their application for their PRC passport;
4. are punished for a crime and are serving a sentence;
5. are not allowed to leave the country because of an unsettled civil case, as are notified by a people's court;
6. are a defendant in a criminal case or a criminal suspect; or
7. the relevant competent department of the State Council believes will undermine national security or cause major 

losses to the interests of the PRC after they exit the PRC.

Enforcement of article 13(6) of the Passport Law could be problematic. In current PRC law, there are no clear legal 
criteria for assessing the sufficiency of evidence for identifying a person as a criminal suspect. 27 The police has signif-
icant discretion in determining whether a person is a criminal suspect; 28 that arguably increases the risk of potential 
abuse of article 13(6) of the Passport Law. As an illustration, in the recent case of Zhao Qinjun v Exit-Entry Administra-
tion Bureau of the Shanghai Public Security Bureau, 29 the Shanghai Exit-Entry Administration Bureau refused to issue a 
new passport to Zhao citing article 13(6) of the Passport Law on the ground that the Shanghai Public Security Bureau 
had identified Zhao as a suspect of the criminal offence of contract frauds and consequently added his name to an 
internal list of “persons disapproved for exit.” Zhao claimed that he had never been formally charged with the criminal 
offence or even been notified that he had been identified as a criminal suspect. He argued that in the absence of any 
evidence of his alleged involvement in contract frauds, the Shanghai Exit-Entry Administration Bureau's refusal to 
issue him a new passport, which was made relying solely on an internal list of the Public Security Bureau, apparently 
lacked factual and legal basis. The court dismissed Zhao's appeal, finding that the Shanghai Exit-Entry Administration 
Bureau had complied with article 13(6) of the Passport Law. The court further noted that it was outside the scope 
of the current case for the court to investigate whether Zhao was rightly identified and listed as a criminal suspect, 
which was a matter Zhao would need to find a different venue to challenge if he wished to do so.

Under article 14 of the Passport Law, if a person is punished for the criminal offences of obstructing border 
control, 30 no passport shall be issued to such person for a period of 6 months to 3 years from the date the punishment 
has been executed. The same bar to access to passports applies to PRC citizens who are deported by another country 
for illegally leaving the PRC, overstaying or illegally working overseas. A similar provision can be found in article 75 of 
PRC Exit-Entry Administration Law. 31

It is worth mentioning that certain public servants, as well as certain employees of state-owned enterprises, are 
required to supply a “statement of opinion” from their employer as part of their application for an ordinary passport. 32 
It is commonly understood that the employer's approval of the intended overseas travel is essential for the relevant 
public servants and employees of state-owned enterprises to be issued a passport.

In practice, the PRC authority has refused to issue passports for reasons not provided for in the Passport Law. 
For example, in July 2021, the PRC National Immigration Administration Bureau announced that it would temporarily 
stop issuing new passports to PRC citizens for nonessential and nonemergency overseas travel in order to curb the 
spread of COVID-19. 33 The National Immigration Administration Bureau did not elaborate what matters would be 
considered necessary or urgent. To illustrate, an elderly couple who wished to travel to the US to look after their 
daughter who was expecting a new baby were refused passports under this policy. 34 Such a blanket restriction on 
access to passports appears to have no legal basis within the current PRC legal framework. As another example, resi-
dents of the Tibet Autonomous Region and the Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region reportedly have been subjected 
to a more restrictive system of passport application, 35 including lengthier procedures, stricter political scrutiny and 
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requirements of extra application documents. 36 Nothing in the Passport Law provides a basis for differentiating treat-
ment based on an individual's region of origin/residence or ethnicity. Any local-level legislation and policy allowing 
such differentiation based on an individual's region of origin/residence or ethnicity would be inconsistent with the 
Passport Law.

Legal grounds for confiscation and invalidation of PRC passports

Article 15 of the Passport Law empowers PRC courts, the procuratorate, public security organs, national security organs 
and administrative supervisory authorities to seize the passports of the parties of a pending case where it is deemed 
necessary for the handling of the case. If the relevant person refuses to hand over their passport, the aforementioned 
authorities may request the passport issuing authority to declare the relevant person's passport invalid. 37 Under articles 
16 and 17, the passport issuing authority can also declare a PRC passport invalid if the holder of the passport forfeits 
their PRC nationality, 38 or if the passport is lost or stolen, 39 or if the passport is obtained by fraudulent means. 40

In practice, there have been incidents of arbitrary confiscation of passports. For example, in April 2015, the Public 
Security Bureau of Ili Prefecture in the Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region ordered all residents of Ili who held an 
ordinary private passport to hand in their passport to local police stations. 41 The Ili Public Security Bureau provided 
no explanation or justification for such order. A notice issued by the Ili Public Security Bureau stated that those who 
refused to hand in their passport would have their passport invalidated. 42 As human rights lawyers rightly pointed out, 
the Passport Law provides no basis for such requirement. 43 Another example is PRC human rights lawyer Teng Biao 
whose PRC passport was confiscated at a Chinese airport in 2008 when he was travelling to a conference overseas. 44

There have also been incidents of invalidation of passports that appear to be inconsistent with the law. For example, 
in April 2021, the PRC National Immigration Administration Bureau invalidated the passports of 145 PRC citizens as part 
of a crackdown on cross-border gambling and telecommunications frauds. 45 Those 145 individuals include 71 suspects of 
illegal border crossing and 19 deportees from neighbouring countries; both groups were deemed to have been involved 
in illegal gambling and frauds in Southeast Asia. 46 The other 55 individuals, who were suspected to have been involved  in 
gambling and telecommunications frauds, were intercepted by the PRC border control authority when attempting to 
leave the country. 47 There is no evidence showing that these individuals' circumstances justified the invalidation of their 
passports under articles 15–17 of the Passport Law. Rather, the PRC authority could have refused to issue these 145 
individuals new passports under articles 13(6)–(7) or 14 of the Passport Law on the ground that they were criminal 
suspects or deportees, or even confiscate their passports under article 15 of the Passport Law (only if that proves neces-
sary for handling their cases) or under article 75 of the Exit-Entry Law (in terms of those who were repatriated).

EXIT RESTRICTIONS ON PERSONS WITH VALID PASSPORTS

Overview

This part deals with exit restrictions that can be imposed on PRC and foreign citizens who hold a valid passport under 
PRC law. Historically, those who wished to leave the PRC had to obtain an exit visa from the PRC government. Nowa-
days, exit visas are no longer required, but exit restrictions can be invoked under a wide range of PRC laws made by 
national and local authorities, such as the Civil Procedure Law, Exit-Entry Administration Law, the Law on the Adminis-
tration of Tax Collection, the Law on Regulation of and Supervision over the Banking Industry, the Supervision Law, the 
Regulation on the Implementation of Customs Administrative Punishment. 48 A total of 178 PRC laws contain provisions 
relating to exit restrictions. 49 Scholars have criticized the fragmented and arguably overly broad statutory provisions 
relating to exit restrictions from a number of aspects. 50 In particular, article 8(5) of the PRC Legislation Law  provides that 
mandatory measures and penalties involving restriction of personal liberty should only be governed by laws made by 
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the National People's Congress (the PRC's highest legislative organ) or its Standing Committee. As Chen rightly noted, 51 
arguably exit restrictions could be seen as a form of restriction of personal liberty and should therefore only be governed 
by laws made by the National People's Congress or its Standing Committee. Thus existing provisions in laws that are not 
made by the National People's Congress or its Standing Committee are arguably inconsistent with the Legislation Law.

Given the extensiveness of existing legal provisions on exit restrictions, the following section does not aim for 
an exhaustive discussion of legal grounds for exit restrictions in the PRC. Instead, it is generally structured around 
articles 12 and 28 of the Exit-Entry Administration Law, which each sets out a list of circumstances under which PRC 
citizens and foreigners, respectively, are not allowed to exit the PRC. These two articles probably could be seen as 
the latest effort to provide some “one-stop” guidance on exit restrictions:

Article 12 Under any of the following circumstances, Chinese citizens are not allowed to exit China:

1. Hold no valid exit/entry documents, or refuse or evade border inspection;
2. Are sentenced to criminal punishments, the execution of which has not been completed, or are suspects or 

defendants in criminal cases;
3. Are involved in unsettled civil cases and not allowed to exit China upon the decision of the people's courts;
4. Are subject to criminal punishment for impairing border administration, or are repatriated by other countries or 

regions due to illegal exit from China, illegal residence or illegal employment and the No-Exit-from-China period 
has not expired;

5. May endanger national security or interests and are not allowed to exit China upon decision by competent depart-
ments under the State Council; or.

6. Other circumstances in which exit from China is not allowed in accordance with laws or administrative regulations.

…
Article 28 Under any of the following circumstances, foreigners shall not be allowed to exit China:

1. Are sentenced to criminal punishments, the execution of which is not completed, or suspects or defendants in 
criminal cases, except those who are sentenced and transferred under relevant agreements between China and 
foreign countries;

2. Are involved in unsettled civil cases and are not allowed to exit China upon the decision of the people's courts;
3. Are in arrears of paying off labour remuneration and therefore are not allowed to exit by decision of the relevant 

departments under the State Council or of the people's governments of provinces, autonomous regions or munic-
ipalities directly under the Central Government; or

4. Other circumstances in which exit shall not be allowed in accordance with laws or administrative regulations.

Articles 28(1), 28(2) and 28(3) are identical to articles 12(2), 12(3) and 12(6), except that the former apply to foreign-
ers, whereas the latter apply to PRC citizens; thus they are discussed together below. Article 12(1) is consistent with the 
requirement for PRC citizens to present proper documentation to legally leave the PRC (mentioned above) and needs 
little explanation. It is therefore not discussed below. Notably, both articles contain an umbrella clause covering “Other 
circumstances in which exit from China is not allowed in accordance with laws or administrative regulations,” which 
reflects and accommodates the reality that exit restrictions can be invoked under a wide range of existing legal provisions.

Legal grounds for banning passport holders from exiting and the relevant practice

Criminal convicts, defendants and suspects

According to articles 12(2) and 28(1) of the Exit-Entry Administration Law, criminal convicts serving sentences, 
defendants who have been charged of a criminal offence and criminal suspects who are yet to be charged of any 
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offence, shall be banned from leaving the PRC. For example, in the case of Cynthia and Victor Liu, the PRC authority 
claimed that they were suspects of economic crimes and referred to article 28 of the Exit-Entry Administration Law 
as the basis for their exit ban. 52

Although travel bans on persons indicted for or convicted of criminal offences may, under certain circumstances, 
be justified as an acceptable restriction on the right to leave, 53 a blanket exit ban encompassing criminal convicts, 
defendants in criminal cases and suspects yet to be indicted for any criminal offence is unlikely to meet the interna-
tionally accepted standards for restriction on the right to leave. 54 Furthermore, as with article 13(6) of the Passport 
Law discussed above, the lack of clear legal criteria within the current PRC legal framework for assessing the suffi-
ciency of evidence for identifying a person as a criminal suspect arguably increases the risk of potential abuse of 
articles 12 and 28 of the Exit-Entry Administration Law for arbitrary exit bans.

Involvement in unsettled civil cases

According to article 255 of the PRC Civil Procedure Law, 55 PRC courts may ban a person who refuses to perform their 
obligations under a court decision from leaving the PRC. This article has been invoked frequently to ban PRC citizens 
who fail to perform court orders to repay debts, known as “enforcement debtors” (shixin beizhixingren) in the PRC. As 
mentioned above, in the 3 years prior to March 2019, PRC courts imposed exit bans on 34,000 enforcement debtors. 56

Under articles 12(3) and 28(2) of the Exit-Entry Administration Law, PRC citizens and foreigners who are involved 
in unsettled civil cases shall not be allowed to leave the PRC. In comparison with article 255 of the Civil Procedure 
Law, the wording of articles 12(3) and 28(2) of the Exit-Entry Administration Law only requires that the person is 
“involved” in unsettled civil cases. It does not appear to require that a final judgement on the dispute has been made 
before the imposition of the exit ban. In civil cases, courts typically impose exit restrictions upon the application by 
a party to the dispute, and such application is often filed with the initial complaint. 57 It has been noted that in some 
cases, PRC courts granted exit bans without sufficiently assessing whether they were necessary and reasonable. 58

Further, PRC courts have imposed exit bans on persons who are not a party to a pending civil case but whose 
employer is. Wagner and Wong noted in 2011 that, based on their experience in PRC courts, foreigners employed 
by companies involved in pending civil cases could be restrained from leaving the PRC if they were perceived by the 
court to “have a high enough or important enough position in the company to be able to have some impact on the 
case (for example, some knowledge about the case or some influence on decisions concerning settlement)”. 59 It was 
not necessary that they were senior executives. 60 A recent example is the case of Irish citizen Richard O'Halloran, who 
was a director of a Dublin-based aircraft leasing firm. 61 A Shanghai court placed an exit ban on O'Halloran in 2019 
because of a legal dispute involving the firm which he worked for, even though O'Halloran was not a party in that 
case. 62 It should be noted that in a 2010 Guiding Opinion issued by the Supreme People's Court, 63 it is stated that exit 
bans on foreigners should be applied with caution and should only be applied when all of the following  three criteria 
are met: (1) the exit ban should only be imposed on the parties of the pending civil litigation or, when the party is a 
legal person, the legal representative or principal, (2) the person concerned may evade the litigation or the responsibil-
ity to perform their legal obligations and (3) not imposing the exit ban may cause difficulties in the hearing of the case 
or in the enforcement of the judgement. 64 As O'Halloran was not a party to the litigation or the legal representative 
or principle of the firm he worked for, which was relied upon to impose the exit ban, he did not meet the first criteria. 
Therefore, if the 2010 Guiding Opinion was to be followed, 65 an exit ban should not have been imposed on him.

Endangering national security and interest

Under article 12(5) of the Exit-Entry Administration Law, if competent departments under the State Council decide 
that a PRC citizen may engender national security or interest, the person shall not be allowed to leave the PRC. This 
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provision echoes with article 13(7) of the Passport Law mentioned above. There has been no authoritative definition 
or interpretation as to who the “competent departments” are, what “national security or interest” means and what 
amounts to “endanger” in this context. 66 Chen has rightly noted that such provision is abstract and vague, gives the 
government discretion and thus could potentially lead to abuse of power. 67 In practice, article 12(5) has been invoked 
to ban many PRC citizens from going abroad, including notable political dissidents, human rights lawyers and their 
families, and independent economists and academics. 68

Foreigners in arrears of paying off labour remuneration

Article 28(3) of the Exit-Entry Administrative Law prohibits foreigners who are in arrears of paying off labour remu-
neration from leaving the PRC by decision of the relevant departments under the State Council or the government 
at the provincial level. This provision applies to foreigners only and was put in place in response to the problem 
of foreign business owners evading their responsibilities of paying off labour remuneration by leaving the PRC. 69 
For example, a Tianjin court imposed an exit ban on a Korean businessman who had not paid his PRC employees' 
salaries according to an employment arbitration settlement agreement. 70 The court lifted the ban after he made the 
payment. 71

Matters relating to border management and immigration

Under article 12(4) of the Exit-Entry Administration Law, those who are punished for committing the criminal 
offences of obstructing border management, as well as those who are deported by other countries because of illegal 
exit from PRC, overstaying or illegal employment, could be banned from leaving the PRC for a certain period of time. 
This provision resonates with article 14 of the Passport Law discussed above. Article 12(4) does not specify which 
authority is competent to decide whether and for how long an exit ban should be imposed on this category of individ-
uals. In practice, the PRC National Immigration Administration Bureau has recently exercised the power to ban PRC 
deportees from exiting the PRC for 3 years. 72

Duration, notification and legal remedies

Provisions on the duration of exit bans are scattered and inconsistent. 73 Cheng noted that in practice courts usually 
granted a 3-month initial duration, which can be extended multiple times, 74 whereas Chen noted that the public secu-
rity authority followed its own internal rules and normally applied a 1-year ban with a maximum of 5 years allowed in 
exceptional circumstances. 75 In the cases of Daniel Hsu and the Liu siblings, their exit bans lasted more than 3 years 
and less than 5 years.

According to a 1987 notice, the person on whom an exit ban is imposed should be notified verbally or in writing 
and such notification should be made as early as possible rather than at the border when the person concerned 
attempts to exit. 76 However, in practice, most exit bans were done by simply recording the name and details of the 
person in the border control database and the individual concerned was typically unaware of the exit restriction until 
when they attempted to leave the PRC and were prevented from doing so by the border control authority. 77 For 
example, Chen noted that at Shanghai Pudong International airport alone, thousands of travellers were told that they 
were banned from exiting the PRC just before boarding the plane. 78

It is widely noted that it is difficult to seek judicial remedies for wrongfully imposed exit bans in the PRC. 79 As 
mentioned above, courts, as well as various government agencies, are empowered to impose exit bans according 
to various statutes in the PRC. Exit bans imposed by courts under the Civil Procedure Law can be appealed to a 
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higher court or reconsidered by the same court. 80 Lawyers have recently noted that there is no clear legal provision 
on how to challenge exit bans imposed by courts according to the 2012 Exit-Entry Administration Law and differ-
ent approaches to the matter exist. 81 In terms of exit bans imposed by government agencies, in theory, as they are 
administrative decisions, they can be challenged according to the PRC Administrative Reconsideration Law and the 
PRC Administrative Litigation Law. 82 However, in practice seeking judicial remedies for exit bans wrongfully imposed 
by government agencies is difficult because of the opacity of the decision-making process. 83 For example, it has also 
been reported that persons banned from exiting were not given the information about which authority made the 
decision to impose the exit ban, leaving the affected person with no means to seek remedies. 84

CRIMINALIZATION OF UNAUTHORIZED EXIT

Article 322 of the PRC Criminal Law provides: “Whoever, in violation of the laws or regulations on the administration 
of the national border (frontier), illegally crosses the national border (frontier), if the circumstances are serious, shall 
be sentenced to fixed-term imprisonment of not more than one year, criminal detention or public surveillance and 
shall also be fined; whoever illegally crosses the national border (frontier) for the purpose of joining terrorist organiza-
tions, receiving terrorist training or carrying out terrorist activities shall be sentenced to fixed-term imprisonment of 
not less than one year and not more than three years and shall also be fined.” 85 Article 322 applies to illegal departure 
and illegal entry on the same footing, although it appears to have been invoked more frequently to punish unauthor-
ized departure of PRC citizens than to punish unauthorized entry of foreigners. 86

Only if the circumstances are deemed serious will the illegal crossing become a punishable criminal offence. It 
is apparent from the provision of article 322 that illegally crossing the border in order to join terrorist organizations, 
receive terrorist training or carry out terrorist activities are considered punishable serious circumstances. Further 
examples of serious circumstances include: (1) carrying out activities overseas that damage national interest; (2) ille-
gally crossing the national border (frontier) for more than three times or illegally crossing the national border (frontier) 
in a group of more than three persons; (3) roping in or enticing other persons to illegally the cross-national border 
(frontier); (4) illegally crossing the national border (frontier) in collusion with overseas organizations or individuals; (5) 
illegally crossing the national border (frontier) within 1 year after having received an administrative penalty for ille-
gally crossing the national border (frontier). 87 Notably, article 322 of the Criminal Law has been invoked by the PRC 
authority to seek the extradition of and convict Jiang Yefei, a PRC political dissident and activist who fled to Thailand 
and was recognized as a refugee by the Bangkok office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees. 88

CONCLUSION

Exit in the PRC is regulated through three mechanisms, namely restrictions on access to passports, prohibition of 
certain passport holders from exiting and criminalization of unauthorized exit.

The PRC's current exit regulation system has notable shortcomings. The legal provisions governing exit bans on 
valid passport holders are not only fragmented but also overly broad and some of those provisions are inconsistent 
with each other or with the PRC Legislation Law. A wide range of government organs, including courts, the procu-
ratorate, the National Immigration Administration Bureau, border inspection authorities, public security authorities, 
national security authorities, State Council departments, local government departments and administrative supervi-
sory authorities are empowered or have de facto exercised the power to take exit restriction measures, with some 
legal provisions being vague or silent on the institution empowered to impose exit restrictions. On the other hand, the 
current PRC legal framework lacks sufficient safeguard for procedural transparency in relation to exit restrictions and 
provides insufficient judicial remedies for the individual on whom exit restriction measures are taken. These short-
comings are exemplified by the alarming number of incidents discussed above that are prima facie inconsistent with 
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relevant PRC laws or internationally accepted standards for the protection of the right to leave in international law. 
As a result of these deficiencies in the PRC exit regulation system, where the system is abused by the PRC authority 
against the individual, it is difficult to hold the relevant government agencies or officials accountable.

The PRC authority should review its exit regulation system and take timely actions, such as abolishing local-level 
laws and policies imposing stricter restrictions on access to passports in Xinjiang and Tibet, clarifying the criteria for 
assessing the sufficiency of evidence for identifying a person as a criminal suspect and decriminalizing unauthorized 
departure, to improve the protection of the right to leave of its citizens.
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